RasTafari Solidarity Accord
AKA
Treaty Of Oneness, Harmony, Solidarity,
Co-operation and Friendly Relations
The DARC Foundation seeks to facilitate an Accord/ Treaty
between all RasTafari Kingdoms, Mansions, Organizations and
Houses for the upliftment and growth of the Great RasTafari
Nation.
Ones agreeing to this Accord/Treaty will agree to adhere to the
words of H.I.M. Qedamawi Haile Sellassie - to focus on the things
we have in common and not on our differences.
Ones will agree to:
• Oneness, Harmony, Solidarity, Co-operation and Friendly
Relations.
• Avoid public display of negative or slanderous behaviour to
any RasTafari House, Organisation, Mansion or individuals
on social media or any other forum/platform.
• Bring any grievances to the Assembly so that they are
addressed in the correct traditional manner, to find just and
reasonable resolutions.

• Aim to collaborate with and strengthen
activities/projects/enterprises for the development of the
Great RasTafari Nation.
• Uphold the RasTafari Creed: The hungry be fed; The naked
clothed; The sick nourished; The aged protected; and The
infants cared for.
• Strive towards the repair and healing of the Great
RasTafari Nation on all necessary levels, such as: Spiritual;
Educational; Political; Socio-economical and Enhancement
of our Cultural Heritage.

BETWEEN THE UNDERSIGNED or THE FOLLOWING
RASTAFARI HOUSES & MANSIONS INCLUDING:
A.R.C.
A.R.P.
BLACK JUDAH COPTIC
DARC FOUNDATION
E.A.B.I.C. (BOBO ASHANTI)
EADUMC (Millennium Council)
GUYANA RASTAFARI COUNCIL
HOUSE OF DREAD
INIversal MARCUS InstiTRUTH INC.
INIVERSIAL DEVELOPMENT OF RASTAFARI (I.D.O.R.)

NORTH CAROLINA RASTAFARI UNION (N.C.R.U.)
NYAH BINGHI
PEACE MAKERS ASSOCIATION
RASTAFARI CONTINENTAL COUNCIL
RASTAFARI MOVEMENT UK
RASTAFARI UNITED FRONT
REDEMPTION GROUND
TWELVE TRIBES OF ISRAEL
7777 SUN STAR GATE

This Accord/Treaty shall enter into Livity with the
signature/seal of each mansion.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the respective DARC
FOUNDATION and EACH MANSION have signed the
present Treaty/Accord and have affixed their respective
seals where applicable.
DONE at DARC FOUNDATION HEADQUARTERS in
duplicate in English and Amharic languages, both texts
and equally authentic.

Re: Global Advancement of the Great RasTafari Nation.

DATE: Sunday, November 8, 2020
The Chairman of DARC Foundation and the Supreme
Priest, President, Secretariat or Chairman of each
mansion, in accordance with aspiration of one global
unified RasTafari Kingdom guided by Qedamawi Haile
Sellassie’s principle of ORGANIZE & CENTRALIZE and on
the basis of mutual respect for RasTafari sovereignty and
universal integrity, mutual non-aggression, noninterference in each other's internal affairs, equality and
mutual benefit, and mutual assistance and support, to
make every effort to further strengthen and develop the
fraternal relations of oneness, friendship, cooperation
and mutual assistance between all signees, to jointly
guard the security of RasTafari, and to safeguard and
consolidate the peace of Ithiopia and the world, and
deeply convinced that the development and
strengthening of the relations of friendship, co-operation
and mutual assistance between each Kingdom accord not
only with the fundamental interests of the each
organization (house/mansion) but also with the interests
of the Great RasTafari Nation all over the world, have
decided for this purpose to conclude the present

Accord and appointed as their respective
plenipotentiaries:
Who, having examined each other's full powers and found
them in good and due form, have agreed without duress
upon the following:
Article I
The Contracting Kingdoms (NationStates/Houses/Mansions) will continue to make every
effort to safeguard the peace of RasTafari, Ithiopia and the
world and the security of all.
Article II
The Contracting Kingdoms undertake jointly to adopt all
measures to prevent aggression against either of the
Contracting Kingdoms by any state. In the event of one of
the Contracting Kingdoms being subjected to the armed
attack by any state or several states jointly and thus being
involved in a state of war, the other Contracting Kingdoms
shall immediately render assertive and other assistance
by all means at its disposal, to include and not be limited
to an impartial review of the facts and circumstances of
the presenting issue.

Article III
Neither Contracting Kingdoms shall conclude any alliance
directed against the other Contracting Kingdom or take
part in any bloc or in any action or measure directed
against the other Contracting Kingdoms.
Article IV
The Contracting Kingdoms will continue to consult with
each other on all-important international questions of
common interest to the two Parties.
Article V
The Contracting Kingdoms, on the principles of mutual
respect for sovereignty, non-interference in each other's
internal affairs, equality and mutual benefit and in the
spirit of friendly co-operation, will continue to render each
other every possible economic and technical aid in the
cause of civil construction of the two institutes and will
continue to consolidate and develop economic, cultural,
and scientific and technical co-operation between each
RasTafari Organization.

Article VI
The Contracting Kingdoms hold that the unification of
RasTafari must be realized along peaceful and democratic
lines and that such a solution accords exactly with the
International interests of the RasTafari Nation and the aim
of preserving peace in the Universally.
Article VII
The present Accord/Treaty is subject to ratification and
shall come into force on the day of exchange of
instruments of ratification, which will take place in NYC.
The present Accord/Treaty will remain alive until the
Contracting Kingdoms agree on its amendment or
termination. Done in duplicate in Jamaica on the Eighth
Day of November, Two thousand and Twenty in the English
and Amharic languages, both texts being equally authentic.

Chairman of DARC Foundation: ---------------------------Official Representative (house/mansion): ____________________

Until the ultimate goal of global solidarity via
centralization is duly achieved, the moratorium on public
slander or ridicule of any Kingdom (NationState/House/Mansion) by another Kingdom (NationState/House/Mansion) will remain in place.
Fiqir Bandinet!!!
RasTafari Accord/Treaty Glossary
Adhere - abide by, observe, respect
Autonomy - the right or condition of self-determination
Collaborate- work with on a joint project
Centralize- bring (activities) together under one RasTafari umbrella
Enhancement - improvement, development
Integrity - adherence to moral principal
Moratorium - agreed suspension of activity
Nation - Kingdom including RasTafari houses or mansions, organized into a
single entity
Organizations - business or administrative structures, united for a particular
aim
Plenipotentiaries - invested with full authority
Ratification - approval or consent
Slanderous - defamatory words spoken about a person/s
Socio-economical - relating to both social and economic factors
Solidarity - unity of interests
Sovereignty - independent state, nonaligned supreme and unrestricted authority
State - individual house, mansion or organization
Treaty - a formally concluded and ratified agreement between RasTafari houses
or mansions

